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Abstract—We propose a novel algorithm, referred to as enhanced bounded correlation (EBC), that significantly reduces the
number of computations required to carry out template matching
based on normalized cross correlation (NCC) and yields exactly
the same result as the full search algorithm. The algorithm relies
on the concept of bounding the matching function: finding an
efficiently computable upper bound of the NCC rapidly prunes
those candidates that cannot provide a better NCC score with
respect to the current best match. In this framework, we apply a
succession of increasingly tighter upper bounding functions based
on Cauchy–Schwarz inequality. Moreover, by including an online
parameter prediction step into EBC, we obtain a parameter free
algorithm that, in most cases, affords computational advantages
very similar to those attainable by optimal offline parameter
tuning. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm
can significantly accelerate a full-search equivalent template
matching process and outperforms state-of-the-art methods.
Index Terms—Bounded correlation, Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, fast Fourier transform (FFT), normalized cross correlation (NCC), template matching.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE full search (FS) template matching algorithm consists
of calculating a correlation, or distortion, function at each
position of a search area within an image measuring the degree of similarity, or dissimilarity, between a given template and
the current image subwindow. This determines a maximum-correlation, or minimum-distortion, position that locates the template in the examined image. Functions typically employed to
carry out template matching are the sum of absolute differences
(SAD), the sum of squared differences (SSD), and the normalized cross correlation (NCC).
Since the FS algorithm is often unacceptably slow with
respect to the application requirements, many faster approaches
have been proposed in literature. Among these approaches,
nonexhaustive algorithms yield computational savings by reducing the search space [1]–[3] or by decomposing the template
or the image into rectangular regions and approximating each
as a polynomial [4]–[7].
Conversely, exhaustive algorithms speed up the template
matching process and yield exactly the same result as the FS.
In the case of a dissimilarity-based search, a simple approach is
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known as partial distortion elimination (PDE) [8] and consists
of terminating the evaluation of the current distortion measure as soon as it rises above the current minimum. Another
approach suitable for dissimilarity-based searches consists of
defining a rapidly computable lower bounding function of the
adopted distortion measure, so as to check quickly one or more
sufficient conditions to skip unmatching positions without carrying out the heavier computations required by the evaluation
of the actual distortion measure. Examples of such an approach
include the successive elimination algorithm (SEA) [9]–[11]
and Gharavi–Alkhansari’s algorithm [12].
As far as template matching based on the NCC function is
concerned, it is well known that a faster exhaustive algorithm
can be obtained by computing the correlation in the frequency
domain by means of the FFT (e.g., see [13] and [14]). Given
some conditions on the dimensions of template and image, this
approach yields notable computational savings with respect to
the FS in the signal domain. Moreover, we have shown that
NCC-based template matching can also be accelerated by deploying sufficient conditions to skip unmatching image positions based on properly defined upper bounding functions. This
algorithm, known as bounded partial correlation (BPC), requires calculation of a given portion of the cross-correlation
term and bounds the remaining portion by means of a proper
inequality. BPC initial formulation was based on Jensen inequality [15]. In [16], we subsequently proposed an improved
BPC formulation that deploys the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality.
This paper proposes a new algorithm, referred to as enhanced
bounded correlation (EBC), that is aimed at exhaustive NCCbased template matching and relies on the concept of bounding
the NCC. The main novelty with respect to BPC algorithms [15],
[16] consists of the use of a new and more effective bounding
strategy based on the deployment of a succession of increasingly tighter upper bounds. Thanks to the new bounding strategy
and unlike BPC algorithms, EBC can skip many unmatching positions without calculating any portion of the cross-correlation
term. Moreover, the bounding functions, including a cross-correlation term, are guaranteed to be tighter than those deployed
by BPC algorithms. A second contribution of this paper is the
definition of a procedure for online estimation of all parameters
of the algorithm to allow a parameter-free EBC implementation.
Experiments show that EBC dramatically outperforms BPC algorithms. Moreover, EBC always runs always faster than the
FFT-based approach.
The paper is organized as follows. Sections II and III introduce notation and review related work. Section IV presents
the mathematical grounds of the EBC approach. Section V describes the core EBC algorithm, which derives directly from the
properties outlined in the previous section. Then, Section VI
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shows the overall EBC algorithm, which includes some important additional features with respect to the core algorithm.
Section VII reports the experimental results. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VIII.
II. NOTATION
, and the image under
Let be a template of size
examination. NCC-based template matching locates into by
searching for the maximum of the NCC function. Denoting the
in the image and the current
current template position as
, the NCC function can be written
image subwindow as
as
(1)
represents the cross correlation
where the numerator
between the template and the current image subwindow
(2)
while the terms at the denominator represent the
current image subwindow
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then the matching process can proceed with the next position
, for the point is guaranteed not to
without calculating
correspond to the new correlation maximum. Hence, (7) is a
sufficient condition for skipping points that cannot improve the
current best degree of matching without carrying out the computation of the actual cross-correlation score. Conversely, if (7)
holds, then it is necessary to compute
and check the
condition
(8)
It is intrinsic to this approach that using bounding functions
more closely approximating the cross correlation (i.e., tighter
bounds) increases the chance of skipping a higher number of
image points, thus resulting in a more efficient algorithm. As
was obtained initially based
far as BPC is concerned,
on Jensen inequality [15]. Subsequently, a tighter bound was
derived in [16] by deploying the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality as
follows.
-dimensional vectors
and
, the
Given two
Cauchy–Schwarz inequality can be written as

-norm of the

(3)

(9)
Applying (9) to vectors

and

yields
(10)

and the

-norm of the template
(4)

and ; however,
The value of the NCC function is between
when dealing with images, it ranges between 0 and 1 since pixels
always have positive values.
turns out to be the bottleneck in the evalComputing
uation of
. In fact,
can be obtained very efficiently using incremental calculation schemes (i.e., [17] and
can be computed once at initialization time.
[18]) while

Unfortunately, plugging (10) into (7) does not yield a useful
sufficient condition since (7) turns out to be always false. However, as described in [16], an effective sufficient condition can be
obtained by computing only a given portion of the actual correlation function referred to as partial correlation (i.e., the corre), and bounding
lation associated with rows
the residual portion of the correlation function with the term derived from the application of Cauchy–Schwarz inequality

(11)

III. RELATED WORK
BPC techniques [15], [16] rely on appropriately chosen
upper-bounding functions of the numerator of the NCC.
exists such that
Let us assume that a function
is an upper bound of

Hereinafter, we will describe the EBC approach, which yields
higher computational savings than BPC thanks to the use of
more effective sufficient conditions that in most cases do not
require computation of the partial correlation term at all.

(5)
then by normalizing
NCC

, we obtain an upper bound of the
(6)

Indicating with
the maximum correlation found so far, if
:
the following inequality holds at image point
(7)

IV. MATHEMATICAL FRAMEWORK
This section establishes the mathematical properties that lead
to determination of the EBC algorithm.
A. Lemma
Let

and

. Hence,
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then the following inequality holds:

(12)
Proof: See Appendix I.
B. Property I
Let

and

. Hence,
Fig. 1. Generic partitioning of template and current image subwindow.

then the following inequalities hold:

(13)
Proof: The left inequality can be easily derived from the
application of the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality to each subvector
. The right inequality
pair defined by subsets
can be obtained directly from successive applications of the previous lemma.
Property I states that an upper-bound of , the cross correlation between vectors
, can be obtained by applying -times
the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality to the subvector pairs defined
by subsets , and that this bound is tighter than the upper bound
.
attainable by applying the inequality to the original vectors
C. Property II
Let

and

. Hence,

then the following inequalities hold:

(14)
Proof: Similar to Property I, the left inequality derives
from the application of the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality to each
subvector pair defined by subsets
.
The right inequality is easily proved by applying the

Cauchy–Schwarz inequality to the subvector pair defined
by subset .
Property II tells us that given an upper bound of obtained
by partitioning
into subvectors as defined in Property I, a
tighter upper bound can be obtained by replacing the product-ofnorms term related to the subvector pair defined by with the
corresponding cross correlation term. Successive applications
of Property II yield increasingly tighter upper-bounding functions of , each step of the succession requiring the computation of a new cross correlation term associated with a subvector
pair so as to replace the corresponding product-of-norms term.
V. CORE EBC ALGORITHM
This section describes the core EBC algorithm, which relies
on the mathematical properties presented in Section IV. First
of all, both the template and the current image subwindow
are seen as vectors belonging to a
-dimensional
space and Fig. 1 shows a generic partitioning of such vectors
into subvectors, as required by Properties I and II. In general
a subvector can consist of disjoint sets of pixels, as is the case
of subvector 4 in Fig. 1.
To deploy the properties of Section IV within the bounded
correlation framework outlined in Section III, we define a partiand apply Property I at first, to obtioning of vectors
at each image position
tain an initial upper bound
and check the associated skipping condition (7) that does not require calculation of any partial correlation term. If such a initial
condition is not verified, we then apply Property II in successive
steps. At each step, the product-of-norms term of a subvector
pair is replaced by the corresponding cross-correlation term, to
obtain a tighter bounding function and associated skipping condition (7).
For reasons of computational efficiency, in a practical deployment of the EBC principle it is preferable to adopt a kind of
.
“regular” partitioning scheme to be applied to and
are partitioned into subIn our implementation and
vectors made out of successive rows, as shown in Fig. 2. All
subvectors are chosen to have the same number of rows, , except for the last one (e.g., in Fig. 2, subvector ). Hence, with
subvectors have
our partitioning scheme the first
elements and the last one has
elements.
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The right-hand inequality of Property I guarantees the potential effectiveness of the initial sufficient condition [i.e., the
].
left-hand term in (16) is always
If the initial condition holds, EBC skips the current image
point. Instead, if it does not hold, we attain a tighter bounding
function by deploying Property II. That is, denoting the generic
as
partial correlation term associated with rows
(17)
the next bounding function can be expressed as
Fig. 2. Partitioning scheme adopted in our current EBC implementation.

In fact, EBC requires evaluation of the norms of all the sub. Like
vectors resulting from the partitioning of and
and
, the former norms can be computed once
for all at initialization time, while the latter can be calculated
efficiently at run-time by means of incremental techniques. In
particular, we adopted the one-pass box-filtering method proposed in [17]. In our implementation, a box-filtering function
fills in an array of norms by computing the norm of each rectangular window of given dimensions belonging to image . As
described in [17], this is done by exploiting a double recursion
on the rows and columns of image array , which requires only
four elementary operations per image point irrespective of the
size of the rectangular window. Hence, it is readily inferred
that to obtain the required subvector norms we need to run as
many box-filters as the number of differently shaped rectangular
windows corresponding to subvectors. Therefore, the choice of
using two different shapes of subvectors allows us to run only
two distinct box-filters, thereby also requiring a relatively small
memory footprint (i.e., twice the image size). In the particular
, all the subvectors have the same shape and the
case
computational efficiency is even higher, with the need for only
one box-filter instance.
Having shown EBC basic principles and the partitioning
scheme adopted, we proceed herein with a detailed description
of the core algorithm.
The initial upper bounding function based on Property I can
be expressed as

(15)

This upper bound gives the initial sufficient condition for
skipping the current image point
(16)

(18)
representing a function defined as in (15) with
instead of
, and the
the summation starting from
corresponding sufficient condition as
(19)
Should (19) also not be satisfied, the method would proceed by successive applications of Property II: at each step,
a bounding term (product-of-norms) is replaced with the
corresponding partial correlation term and a new skipping
condition is checked. With this approach, EBC can check up to
sufficient conditions (including the initial one), the last upper
bounding function and associated condition given by
(20)

(21)
Should the last condition not be verified, the process completes the computation of the actual cross-correlation value
that is used to check condition (8) by replacing
with
. The pseudo-code
for the core EBC algorithm is shown in Fig. 3, with parameter
) representing the initialization value for
.
th (always
As mentioned in Section I, if the initial condition (16) holds,
EBC skips the current image point without calculating any partial correlation term. This is not the case for previous bounded
correlation algorithms [15], [16], that always require calculation of a certain fraction of the actual correlation score (indeed,
they are referred to as bounded partial correlation algorithms).
As shown in Section VII (Table III), the initial condition very
frequently allows a substantial fraction of the total image points
to be skipped.
As regards the higher effectiveness of the EBC bounding
strategy, by comparing (18) to (11) it can also be observed
that, by virtue of the right inequality of Property I, given the
same amount of partial correlation (i.e., with the same ), the
bounding function used by EBC to check condition (19) is
tighter than that used in [16] and, consequently, in [15]. Moreover, if (7) is not satisfied, the algorithm in [16] carries on with
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provides a higher computational efficiency when, given the scan
order, the search process rapidly finds a good matching position.
To deal with this issue, EBC would benefit from a strategy
aimed at rapidly finding a suitable initialization value for
. In our current implementation, we enforce the following
coarse-to-fine approach. An initial search for the best match is
carried out using subsampled versions of and , then the best
matching position is mapped at full resolution and a second
search is carried out in a small neighborhood of this candidate
position. The subsampling factor depends on the image size
and is chosen automatically as that minimizing the total number
of operations required by the two searches. More precisely, in
our implementation
(22)

Fig. 3. Pseudo-code describing the core EBC algorithm.

the computation of the remaining fraction of the correlation,
while in case of failure of condition (19) EBC increasingly
tightens the bounding function by computation of smaller
partial correlation terms.
The idea of obtaining increasingly tighter bounds through
computation of small partial correlation terms was also suggested in [15] in the framework of the initial BPC algorithm
based on Jensen inequality. However, even applying the incremental method discussed in [15] to a BPC algorithm based on
Cauchy–Schwarz inequality [16] would yield bounds less tight
than those attainable with the novel bounding strategy proposed
in this paper by virtue of the right inequality of Property I. This
will also be proved by the much higher computational efficiency
reported in the experimental results of Section VII.
Finally, it can readily be inferred from (15) and (19) that
should the elements of or be multiplied by a constant factor,
then each of the sufficient conditions checked by EBC would not
change. Hence, the computational benefits provided by EBC are
independent from any possible intensity scaling occurring between the image under examination and the template. This is an
important property since in template matching applications the
NCC is often preferred to other functions, such as the SAD or
SSD, due to its invariance to intensity scaling.
VI. OVERALL EBC ALGORITHM
The core EBC algorithm, as in the case of [9]–[12], [15], and
[16], is a data-dependent computational optimization technique,
with one major factor that impacts on performance being the
goodness of some initial match. In fact, the sufficient conditions
checked by the algorithm become more effective as the correlation between the template and the current best matching image
) becomes higher. Therefore, the algorithm
subwindow (i.e.,

where the first term of the function to be minimized represents
the number of operations executed using the subsampled imneighborhood of the
ages, the second that carried out in a
full resolution image. The outcome of the second search is used
as the initial best match that provides the initialization value for
. By determining the subsampling factor from (22) and the
neighborhood size accordingly (i.e.,
), this match turns
out to be generally a good one, so that, as regards overall efficiency, the increased effectiveness of the sufficient conditions
largely pays off with respect to the negligible computational
overhead due to the initial coarse-to-fine search. Since the iniis the actual NCC score computed at a certain
tial value for
position of the full resolution image, it is guaranteed to be less
than or equal to the global maximum. Hence, the coarse-to-fine
stage does not affect the optimality of the solution found by the
overall EBC algorithm.
Furthermore, as is clear from Section V, performance of the
core algorithm depends inherently on the choice of parameters
, as different partitioning schemes yield different bounding
functions and associated sufficient conditions. In this regard,
our experiments have shown notable variations of EBC execution time in some cases as a consequence of different choices of
the partitioning parameters. Hence, the determination of a good
plays an impor(perhaps optimal) choice of parameters
tant role with respect to practical deployments of the EBC principle. Since most applications do not allow for an offline training
process aimed at parameter choice, we have developed a general
predictive approach that enables rapid run-time estimation of a
good parameter pair for the current image and template.
The run-time prediction step relies on several empirical observations derived from an offline analysis of the algorithm behavior carried out on a large dataset. First of all, we limited the
maximum value to be taken into consideration (i.e.,
) due to the observation that, generally, increasing above
this limit does not provide additional computational savings.
Then, for each problem instance (i.e., image and template) in
the dataset, we ran the core algorithm with all possible paramand, given
eter pairs (i.e.,
). Indeed, to deal with parameter pairs independent
of the actual template size we normalized the size of the partitions with respect to the template size, thus taking into con. For each problem instance
siderations the pairs
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TABLE I
REFERENCE PARAMETER PAIRS USED IN THE PREDICTIVE APPROACH

TABLE II
DATASET USED IN THE EXPERIMENTS

Fig. 4. Mapping function used to determine r from P .

we recorded the pair
that minimizes the execution
time. All such pairs were fed into a vector quantization process
to select a small subset of reference parameter pairs (i.e., the
seven pairs shown in Table I). The selection was based on minimization of the error associated with representing the whole set
of the recorded best pairs with a smaller subset of given cardinality (i.e., only the seven pairs).
Once the reference pairs in Table I had been determined offline, the task left to the run-time prediction step was to guess
the most appropriate reference pair for the actual problem instance as rapidly as possible. As it is in the case of initialization
, the run-time parameter prediction step works on subof
, so as to require a low computational
sampled versions of
overhead under the statistical assumption that a heterogeneous
subset holds the characteristics of the whole set.
Hence, the first sufficient condition [i.e., (16)] is applied on
using the reference parameter pair
the subsampled
to calculate the fraction of skipped image
points, denoted as . We have observed empirically that can
be regarded as an indicator of the efficiency of the first sufficient
condition of the algorithm and that this provides guidelines on
. More precisely, if
turns out
the choice of parameters
close to 1, then it is highly probable that EBC sufficient conditions are also effective with a much coarser partitioning scheme:
this suggests the use of a much smaller , so as to avoid the
computational overhead associated with an unnecessarily fine
is found, then the
partitioning scheme. Conversely, if a low
number of partitions must be increased accordingly to attain effective sufficient conditions. Based on such empirical observations we designed a mapping function from the calculated
value to the value belonging to the reference parameter set

Fig. 5. Pseudo-code for the overall EBC algorithm with online parameter
estimation.

(see Fig. 4). More precisely, the mapping function was obtained
as the decreasing step function that best fitted a cloud of
points found experimentally. Thus, the run-time prediction step
quickly calculates , then finds according to the mapping
from Table I. This is defunction in Fig. 4 and, finally,
noted in the pseudo-code of Fig. 5 as function predict.
Eventually, our current implementation of the overall EBC alas input
gorithm provides two options. The first requires
parameters and runs only the coarse-to-fine search aimed at ini. The second also runs the prediction stage by intetializing
grating it seamlessly with the coarse-to-fine search. More precisely, the coarse step aimed at finding the initial value for
consists of running the core algorithm on the subsampled versions of
with parameters
, so that
can be calculated by applying the first sufficient condition.
The pseudo-code for the overall EBC algorithm is shown in
allows switching between
Fig. 5. We point out that
the two operating modes (with and without online parameter
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TABLE III
MEASURED SPEED-UPS: EBC VERSUS FS

Fig. 6. Board image and templates (rows 8–10 of Tables II–IV).

Fig. 7. Wafer image and templates (rows 11–13 of Tables II–IV).

prediction), and that the core EBC function, unlike that shown
in Fig. 3, also has to calculate and return , which is needed
for the online parameter estimation stage.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section compares the computational advantages of the
overall EBC algorithm with respect to the other state-of-the-art
exhaustive template matching algorithms, i.e., FS, BPC, and
FFT-based. All the compared algorithms have been impleand run on a Linux workstation based on a
mented in
Pentium 4 3.056 GHz processor. The implementations of EBC,
BPC and FS algorithms deploy the box-filtering technique [17]
to compute the norms of all vectors and subvectors involved

in the calculations. Moreover, the implementation of BPC
deploys the same coarse-to-fine initialization as EBC. The
dataset used for the experiments consist of grayscale images
and templates of various sizes, as shown in Table II. The table
also lists the coordinates of the best matching position and the
corresponding NCC score. Since templates are not extracted
from the image under examination itself but from another
image taken with the same camera from a slightly different
viewpoint, the NCC scores reported in the Table are always
. Hence, the impact of real distorsions typically occurring
in pattern matching applications, such as camera noise and
slight changes in viewpoint, is accounted for in the proposed
experiments. Some samples of images and templates belonging
to the dataset are shown in Figs. 6 and 7.1
Table III compares the overall EBC algorithm to the FS algorithm. The table is split in two parts. Columns 2–5 refer to the
EBC algorithm without the online prediction stage and with pachosen optimally
, that is determined
rameters
by means of a thorough offline training session carried out on
each instance of the dataset. Instead, columns 6–9 refer to the
case where parameters have been estimated online by means of
. In
the prediction algorithm described in Section VI
this case the time measurements for EBC include the online parameter prediction stage that, on average, requires 3.2 % of the
overall execution time. The table reports in each part the paramused by the algorithm (optimally selected in
eter pair
column three, estimated online in column seven), the speed-ups
(i.e., ratios of measured execution times) with respect to the FS
, i.e., the percentage of points skipped by all the
algorithm,
applications of the sufficient conditions involved in the template
matching process, and , i.e., the percentage of points skipped
by the application of the first sufficient condition [inequality
(16)].
Table III shows that with an appropriate choice of the parameters the overall EBC algorithm can yield significant computational savings with respect to the FS algorithm, with measured speed-ups ranging from 9.1 up to 139.7 in the considered
1The
whole dataset can be found at the
http://www.vision.deis.unibo.it/smatt/PatternMatching.html

following

url:
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TABLE IV
MEASURED SPEED-UPS: EBC VERSUS BPC AND FFT-BASED ALGORITHMS

dataset. Moreover, it also points out that the predictive approach
to parameter selection described in Section VI rapidly finds a
pair, so that the parameter-free EBC ververy good
sion can achieve notable computational savings, the speed-ups
being in most cases very similar to those attained with an optimal parameter tuning.2
By looking at both parts of the table, we can observe that EBC
always runs almost one order of magnitude faster than the FS.
Comparing EBC with BPC [15], [16], it can be noticed that
EBC theoretically outperforms BPC significantly due to its
tighter bounds and more effective bounding strategy. In fact,
), which places a
BPC has a fixed correlation-ratio (i.e.,
theoretical upper bound on the maximum attainable speed-up.
, as proposed in [16], implies
For example, taking
that a fraction of the cross-correlation term as high as 30% must
be computed at each point under examination. As a result, whatever the dataset, the maximum attainable speed-up with respect
to the FS algorithm cannot exceed 3.3. Similar considerations
is used. Conversely,
apply for results in [15], where
the proposed approach has the capability of calculating at each
point the proper fraction of the cross-correlation that enables
to compare accurately the point to the current best matching
position [i.e., from no correlation at all, when condition (16)
holds, up to the whole cross-correlation, when even condition
(21) is not satisfied]. Hence, EBC has the potential for much
higher speed-ups: e.g., in the dataset considered in this paper
the minimum speed-up yielded by the parameter-free EBC
algorithm (i.e., 9.0) is nearly three times the theoretical upper
bound on the speed-up for the BPC algorithm proposed in [16].
These theoretical considerations were experimentally confirmed by the results shown in columns 1–4 of Table IV,
reporting the measured speed-ups of EBC with regard to BPC
algorithms [15], [16], with the optimal choice of parameter
and with the online estimation of parameters
pairs
2The slight advantage given by EBC
with regards to EBC in the Wafer
3 instance of Table III, is to be ascribed only to a faster fine resolution step of the
coarse-to-fine search aimed at estimating  . This is due the fact that, at that
stage, EBC (P FLAG switched off) uses a default parameter pair, while
EBC (P FLAG switched on) can already exploit the predicted parameter
pair.

. For a fair comparison, both BPC algorithms deployed the same coarse-to-fine strategy aimed at initializing
as EBC. BPC parameters were chosen according to [15] (i.e.,
) and [16] (i.e.,
). These results
clearly demonstrate that the proposed approach dramatically
outperform BPC algorithms, with measured speed-ups ranging
from 3.0 up to 41.8. Moreover, since the same coarse-to-fine
initialization strategy was used for EBC and BPC algorithms,
this comparison demonstrates that the computational efficiency
attained by the overall EBC algorithm is closely associated
with its novel and effective bounding strategy.
To further validate the proposed method we compared
EBC to a FFT-based template matching approach. As already
mentioned, the FFT is quite popular for NCC-based template
matching, even though the FFT requirement for floating-point
arithmetic turned out to be a serious drawback in a number
of applications (especially those based on embedded architectures) [19]. Among the various FFT-based algorithms we
chose as term of comparison the cvMatchTemplate algorithm,
belonging to the well known and highly optimized OpenCV
computer vision library, written in and developed by Intel.
To compare the two algorithms as fairly as possible, the
EBC implementation was also optimized by deploying the
parallel multimedia-oriented instructions (MMX) available
on state-of-the-art processors based on Intel Architecture.
Columns 6 and 7 of Table IV show the speed-ups provided by
EBC with respect to the FFT-based algorithm in the considered
dataset. Column 6 refers to the case of optimal choice of EBC
parameters. Column 7 shows the results in case of online parameter estimation, that now requires on average 3.4 % of EBC
overall execution time. As shown clearly by the Table, in the
dataset considered EBC was always faster than the FFT-based
algorithm, yielding on average substantial computational savings and, in some instances, quite remarkable speed-ups (e.g.,
up to 8.2 in the parameter-free version).
A. Experiments With Small Templates and Artificial Noise
This subsection provides further experimental results aimed
at assessing the performance of EBC in case of smaller tem-
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Fig. 8. Images and templates used for the experiments with small templates and artificial noise.
TABLE V
MEASURED SPEED-UPS IN CASE OF SMALLER TEMPLATES AND ARTIFICIAL NOISE

plate sizes and increasing artificial noise. To this purpose, ten
templates of size 64 64 were hand-selected uniformely from
an image belonging to our dataset (Fig. 8, top left). These were
then matched into the image itself, after addition of two different levels of i.i.d. zero-mean-gaussian artificial noise (i.e.,
and
,3 Fig. 8 bottom left and bottom
right, respectively), and into another image taken with the same
camera from a slightly different position (Fig. 8, top right). The
speed-ups yielded by the overall EBC algorithm with online pa) with respect to the FS and FFT alrameter estimation
gorithms are shown in Table V. To investigate on the impact of
a smaller template size, the results in the two rightmost columns
of Table V can be compared directly to those reported in the last
eight rows (column 7) of Tables III and IV, as they refer to pattern matching instances under real distorsions and characterized
by the same image size but significantly larger template sizes.
By comparing the three Tables it can readily be seen that the
3With

respect to normalized pixel intensities ranging within [0, 1].

computational advantages made by EBC do not change sharply
as a result of a significant decrease of the template size. Also
with smaller templates EBC generally runs notably faster than
the FS and the FFT, the speed-up ranges now being
and
, respectively.
As to the impact of increasing noise, comparison of columns 2
and 3 with 6 and 7 of Table V indicates that with the smaller level
of artificial noise the performance of EBC is substantially equivalent to that measured in the addressed real distortions scenario.
However, columns 3 and 4 of the table show clearly that the
computational benefits tend to decrease with increasing noise,
although with
they are still notable (i.e., up to 29.8 and 4.1,
respectively, compared to the FS and FFT algorithms).
Finally, as regards this dataset, the online prediction stage requires on average 2.7% of EBC overall execution time, which
increases to 3.1% in the case of the EBC implementation deploying MMX-optimization.
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VIII. CONCLUSION
We have described the novel EBC algorithm for efficient
and exhaustive template matching based on the NCC function,
having its mathematical grounds in two properties derived from
the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality. Unlike previous bounded
partial correlation (BPC) algorithms, EBC can initially check
a very effective “zero-correlation bound,” a skipping condition based on a bounding function that does not require the
computation of a partial correlation term. Moreover, the novel
bounding functions devised for the EBC algorithm are much
tighter and, hence, more effective than those used with previous BPC approaches. It is also peculiar for EBC to deploy
the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality within a bounding strategy
aimed at building a succession of functions characterized by an
increasingly tighter approximation of the NCC.
Since EBC is a data-dependent algorithm, we have discussed
how one major cause of data-dependency can be dealt with by
an initial coarse-to-fine search aimed at finding a good initialization value for the best correlation score. As to parameter dependency, we have developed an online parameter prediction
algorithm that supports an efficient parameter-free EBC formulation. The experimental results obtained on a dataset including
43 instances of template matching problems prove that EBC
can provide substantial speed-ups—up to two orders of magnitude—with respect to the other exhaustive approaches such as
the FS, FFT-based, and BPC algorithms. The experimental results also show that the computational benefits brought by EBC
do not depend in general on image dimensions, since the EBC
algorithm was faster than the other methods considered on a
dataset including images and templates having very different
sizes.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA
Proof: The lemma can be proved by contradiction. Let us
assume that

Since

the assumption can be rewritten as
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Then, by algebraic manipulation, the following absurd result
is attained:
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